
Chapter 2

#perfectmommy

I am a soccer mom now. My husband and I coach and support and
team mom the shit out of soccer now. I am at soccer practice for 
my 8 year old son soccer-ing the shit out of it. I have my cleats on 
and I’m working the sidelines. I am placing cones and yelling 
“down the line!” on throw ins and my husband is out there running 
around doing his thing. I notice suddenly that there is something 
on my husband’s shorts. A white sort of thing with wings. And I 
realize that my Carefree Thong Pad has somehow gotten stuck to 
the back of my husband’s shorts. Granted…it is a clean thong pad 
as the current pad is taking care of business right at that moment. 
But a thong pad nonetheless. I wear Carefree Thong Pads daily. It 
keeps the peach fresh. It used to be I kept the peach fresh in case 
my lover and I wanted to have impromptu hot sex at any moment 
in the bathroom or a quickie in the car or something. Now at 45 
and two kids and 11 years of marriage it’s just to keep the wolves 
at bay. I realize everyone else is now noticing this white thing with 
wings on the back of my husband’s shorts. I start saying loudly, as 
if I just noticed, “what IS that? Is that a post-it? Did Jared sit on a 
post-it? That’s so weird? Isn’t that weird?!” Then I run over and 
snatch the thong pad off of his shorts and put it in my pocket. To 
then be forgotten about and washed and get stuck all over the 
laundry in many tiny pieces of carefree thong pad. Repeat.

You Know You Are A Perfect Mommy When everyone at soccer 
practice now knows Coach Jen has a dirty peach. 
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